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PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF MOTIONS ARGUED IN LONDON 

OVERVIEW 

This paper will provide practical advice for handling motions that are argued in London. it will 

also briefly provide advocacy tips when appearing in Motions Court. There are many good 

papers that have been written about advocacy, which would commend to you. As this paper is 

being written for articling students in the London area, it will not address Case Management 

issues, as the Case Management regime is not applied in Middlesex County at this time. 

This paper will address these questions: 

• 
Where should a motion be brought? 

How do set a motion down to be heard? 

• 
How many adjournments am allowed? 

What motions are articling students permitted to argue? 

When and how do arrange f6r a special appointment? 

• 
What should do when things go wrong? 

ARTICLED STUDENTS' RIGHT TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT 

Whenever you are asked as an articling student to go off and argue a motion, you would be 

wise to ensure that you adhere to the Law Society of Upper Canada's Guidelines, most recently 

updated in March, 2004. (A copy of the most recent Guidelines is attached at Tab A.) 

The author wishes to thank and acknowledge his colleague, Andrew C. Murray. for sharing previous paper's prepared by him this topic upon which 

this version has been prepared. 
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Your articling principal or other supervising member is under an obligation to ensure, whenever 

you are instructed to appear before the Court on a motion, that: 

(a) the principal lawyer's attendance, himself or herself, is not necessary in order to 

secure the clients' rights or to best assist the Court; 

(b) the matter is appropriate for the student's training, experience and ability; and 

(c) the student is properly prepared. 

At the beginning of your articles, you might find it helpful to remind your articling principal or 

supervising member of this obligation, because it is something that can be easy to forget or 

overlook. 

The Law Society provides that articling students are permitted to appear on the following types 
of motions: 

(a) simple contested interlocutory motions before the Ontario Court of Justice and the 

Superior Court of Justice, and the Registrars of the Court of Ontario, unless the result 

of such interlocutory motion could be to finally dispose of a party's substantive 

rights by determining the subject matter in dispute; 

(b) consent motions; 

(c) matters brought before a Master or Registrar of the Ontario Court, and before the 

Registrars of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, including References and assessments of 

costs; 

(d) matters brought without notice, provided no substantial rights will be affected; and 

(e) consent matters brought before the Ontario Court and before the Registrars of the Court 

of Ontario. 

As an explanatory note to its Guidelines, the Law Society's education support services has 

indicated that articling students may not appear on motions for Certificates of Pending Litigation 

or for interlocutory injunctions brought without notice. Similarly, students may not appear, 

whether they appear on behalf of the applicant or respondent, on motions to strike pleadings on 

the ground of no reasonable cause of action or defence, on motions for summary judgment, 



default judgment, or dismissal on any ground, subject to a very limited exception. The 

exception is that, when a motion names the dismissal of the action as one of several types of 

relief being sought, with the dismissal being an alternative to the primary relief sought on the 

motion, and there is no reasonable prospect that dismissal of the action will be ordered, a 

student may still appear. 

If you are working in a firm that also employs summer students who are non-articling students, 

you would do well to remind them that they do not share the same rights of appearance as 

articling students do. Their rights of appearance are limited to those of any other non-lawyer. 

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

You will want to become fully familiar with Rule 37 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, which deals 

with motion jurisdiction and motion procedure. Pay particular attention to the Practice Directions 

that have been published for Toronto and occasionally for other jurisdictions. While those 

Practice Directions might generally be informative, you should have regard for the Scheduling 
Memorandum that has been issued by The Honourable Madam Justice Lynne C. Leitch, who is 

the Regional Senior Justice for the Southwest Region. A copy of the Scheduling Memoranda 

that have been issued over the last several years is attached to this paper at Tab B. The most 

recent Memorandum is effective as of July 1, 2004 and supersedes all previous Scheduling 
Memoranda. 

CONSENT MATTERS 

Although Court commences at 10:00 a.m., the Court Registrar will be at Motions Court by 9:30 

a.m. on motion days, to allow the parties to dispose of any consent matters. Often, a matter will 

settle on the evening before a motion or the morning before it is to be argued. The Court would 

prefer that those settled matters be dealt with, on consent, simply by dealing through the 

Registrar, so that valuable Court time is not wasted. Form 1, which is included with the 

Scheduling Memoranda attached to this paper, is a Consent Endorsement Request form. 

Justices will often say that they prefer counsel to type out or write out the endorsement that has 

been requested, so that it can be quickly reviewed and either approved or disapproved. 



Justices do not like it when you ask them to write down more than a sentence or two. A Justice 

will be impressed with a well written-out endorsement and will then be able to sign an Order that 

simply indicates "Order to go in terms of Consent Endorsement Request". 

All applications and motions that are to be heard are scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on the day that 

has been assigned for Motions Court in the vadous counties within the Southwest Region. 
Generally speaking, uncontested matters and consent matters not dealt with by the Registrar 
before 10:00 a.m., and uncontested adjournment requests, are dealt with first thing in the 

morning. The Court then will move on to deal with the contested matters. Some Justices will 

simply go through the list to deal with the contested matters in the order as they appear on the 

Court list. Other Justices will defer to senior counsel, giving them preference to argue their 

cases first. Occasionally, the Court will accommodate a counsel who is obliged to be in another 

courtroom at the same time. There is some necessary flexibility, but the reality is that you might 
end up arguing your motion at 3:30 in the afternoon, even though it was scheduled to be heard 

beginning at 10:00 a.m. 

BASKET MOTIONS 

A "basket motion" is the phrase used to describe those types of motions that do not need to be 

argued in open Court. Typically, Orders that are to be made on consent, or which can be made 

in writing rather than orally, are sent up to a Justice in a basket to review and sign, hence the 

term =basket motion". As an example, if a case has been concluded and the parties have 

agreed that there should be an Order dismissing the action without costs, a motion must be 

brought to obtain such an Order. That motion need not be argued in open Court, but rather can 

be dealt with as a basket motion. If the claim of a minor plaintiff has been settled, approval of 

the settlement is required pursuant to the provisions of Rule 7 of the Rules of Civil Procedure. 

That motion, and all of the supporting documentation that accompanies it, would be sent up to a 

Justice as a basket motion. 

The following steps are to be followed when preparing a basket motion: 

A Consent must be prepared and signed by all counsel (or the moving party's counsel on 

all other counsel's behalf); 
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A Notice of Motion, the signed Consent, Affidavit material (if required), and draft Order 

are sent to the Court office as a basket motion, to have the Order issued. There is no 

need to file this material in Motion Record form, although a filing fee of $127.00 is 

required. If the motion is to obtain an Order dismissing the action, and a filing fee of 

$337.00 had previously been paid to file the Trial Record, the $127.00 filing fee for the 

motion is not required. 

if the Justice approves of the Order, the Court office will return the original Order, as 

issued, back to you, usually within a week or two. If for some reason the Justice 

reviewing the materials will not grant the Order, an endorsement will be issued, or a 

request will be made to either file additional material or perhaps speak to the Justice. 

SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS 

Any motion or application that requires more than half an hour for argument, or which requires a 

Court Reporter, will be adjourned to a special appointment date and will not be argued in open 

Motions Court. The dates for special appointments can be obtained from the Trial Co-Ordinator, 

with the consent of all parties. Special appointments are scheduled by the Trial Co-Ordinator 

and set by a motions court Judge by way of endorsement. It is necessary to complete a form 

called a "Certificate of Readiness of Special Appointment", which is included at Tab C. This 

document confirms that the parties are ready to proceed, confirms the time required for the 

motion, and advises whether a Court Reporter is required. 

Please note that, for all special appointments, Factums are required. The moving party's 
Factum must be served and filed seven days before the scheduled hearing date of the special 
appointment. Some Justices will insist upon a schedule to be laid out before agreeing to set a 

special appointment. The Justice will want to know when cross-examinations might take place 

on any Affidavit material, when the parties intend to exchange productions, and when the 

parties intend to exchange their Factums. 
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ADJOURNMENTS 

As a general rule, in regular Motions Court, you can have two adjournments on consent without 

much objection. Any further adjournments, however, will have to be marked sine die, returnable 

on four clays notice, unless otherwise ordered by the presiding Motions Court Justice. "Sine die" 

simply means without any fixed date. The Court does not want to see multiple adjournments, 
with the case moving along from week to week as the parties try to sort out their differences. 

After two adjournments, it will essentially be struck from the Motions Court list and will then have 

to be brought back on, once the parties have determined that it is absolutely necessary to argue 

the motion. In order to bring back such a motion, it is necessary to serve a document called a 

"Notice of Return of Motion" and, of course, pay an additional $110.00 filing fee with the Court 

for that privilege. 

Once a special appointment date has been assigned by a Trial Co-Ordinator, any adjournment 
request must be spoken to before a Justice. You are not able to simply adjourn the matter on 

consent, as you would with a regular motion. The Trial Co-Ordinator must also be advised of 

any adjournment request and, of course, any settlements prior to the hearing date, so that Court 

time is not wasted and the resources can be redeployed. 

FORM 37B UNDER THE RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Ontario Regulation 219104 came into force on August 12, 2004. It has changed the Motion 

Confirmation Form, Form 37B, under the Rules of Civil Procedure. A copy of this revised form 

is attached to this paper at Tab D. Pursuant to O. Reg. 219/04, the moving party must now 

indicate on Form 37B the following information: 

1. Confirmation that he or she has conferred, or attempted to confer, with the Respondent; 

A list of the materials to be considered at the hearing of the motion; and 

Reference to the fact that the estimate of time needed for the motion includes time 

needed to make submissions as to costs. 
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Motions that have not been confirmed on time shall not be heard, except by Order of the Court. 

If a matter has not been confirmed on time, the Court staff is not supposed to place the matter 

on the list for hearing. You will want to be very familiar with this form and ensure that, whenever 

you are arguing a motion, you comply with the obligation to complete and send in the form. 

Rule 37.10.1 (1)(b) provides that: 

"A party who makes a motion on notice to another party shall, not 
later than 2 p.m. three days before the hearing date, give the 
registrar a confirmation of motion (Form 37B)." 

PLACE OF HEARING OF MOTIONS 

The Rules of Civil Procedure have been amended, effective July 1, 2004, such that all motions 

must now be heard in the County where the proceeding was commenced, or to which it had 

been transferred, unless the Court orders otherwise. This procedure will apply to a proceeding, 

regardless of the date on which the proceeding was commenced. The new rule, which would 

not be found in your Rule book yet, is reproduced below: 

This is contrary to the longstanding existing practice, which required that a motion be brought in 

the location where at least one of the responding counsel was located. You will likely hear from 

time to time older counsel, who are unfamiliar with O. Reg. 14/04, refer to this practice. Your 

duty, as dutiful articling students, will be to remind them of the amendment to the rule so that the 

motion is brought in the right location. 

SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE MOTIONS 

In keeping with the goal of developing a =Simplified Procedure", Rule 76 allows for certain 

motions in actions brought under Simplified Procedure to be dealt with by a Registrar, rather 

than by a Justice. Rule 76.05(5) provides that a Registrar may make an Order granting the 

following type of relief: 

(a) amendment of a pleading or Notice of Motion; 

(b) addition, deletion, or substitution of a party whose Consent is filed; 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

removal of a solicitor as solicitor of record; 

setting aside the noting of a party in default; 

setting aside a default judgment; 

discharge of a Certificate of Pending Litigation; 

security for costs in a specified amount; and 

dismissal of a proceeding with or without costs. 

CHECKLIST FOR FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN BRINGING A MOTION 2 

• Has opposing counsel been advised of your intention to bring a motion? 

• Will opposing counsel consent to the relief you are seeking? 

is there any alternative or additional relief that ought to be included in the 

motion? 

• Is this a motion that an articling student is permitted to argue? 

Who will argue the motion, and in whose name should the Affidavit evidence be 

prepared? 

• Will more than one Affidavit be required for this particular motion? 

• Are cross-examinations on the Affidavit evidence anticipated? 

What is the legal test that must meet in order to succeed on my motion, and do 

have the evidence to meet that test? 

have borrowed, word for word in cases, from paper presented to Ottawa aflJcling students in 2002 by Jill A•exander, of the t-•m Cavanagh 

Williams. 
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Is a Factum required for this type of motion? 

Are there any precedents available that can assist me in preparing my motion 

material? 

Can this motion be brought as a basket motion? 

How long will the motion likely take to argue? 

Is the date that have selected convenient for all counsel? 

Have filed all the appropriate documentation with my Motion Record (ie. Motion 

Requisition Form, a cheque, Affidavit of Service)? 

Have served and filed my Motion Record and Factum in accordance with the 

time frames set out in the Rules? 

Have filed a Motion Confirmation Form two days in advance of the motion in 

order to preserve the motion date? 

Has my Affidavit evidence and all exhibits been sworn and commissioned? 

Are my cover pages and back pages the correct colour (see Rule 4.07)? 

Have highlighted the relevant portion of the case law in my Factum? 

Have noted up the case law upon which am relying on this motion? 

If the responding party is unrepresented, are there any steps that should take to 

ensure that he or she understands what the motion is all about, and when and 

where it will be heard? 

Have prepared a draft Order to hand up to the Justice? 

Am familiar with any local Practice Direction that impact s on my motion? 
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Have made a written offer to settle the motion in order to maximize my 

opportunity to recover costs on the motion in the event of success? 

COSTS OF A MOTION 

Take some time to familiarize yourself with Rule 57.03 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, which 

provides as follows: 

57.03(1) Contested motion On the hearing of a contested motion, unless the 
court is satisfied that a different order would be more just, the court shall, 

Ca) fix the costs of the motion and order them to be paid within 
30 days; or 

(b) in an exceptional case, refer the costs of the motion for 
assessment under Rule 58 and order them to be paid 
within 30 days after assessment. 

(2) Where a party fails to pay the costs of a motion as required under subrule 
(1), the court may dismiss or stay the party's proceeding, strike out the party's 
defence or make such other order as is just. 

(3) Motion without notice On a motion made without notice, there shall be no 

costs to any party, unless the court orders otherwise. 

This rule is a fairly recent amendment to the Rules of Civil Procedure. The general rule is now 

that costs will be fixed by a Justice at the conclusion of the motion, to be payable within 30 

days. While it is not mandatory to do so, most Justices will be appreciative if you come to 

Motions Court with a Costs Outline prepared that can be shared at the conclusion of the motion. 

The Costs Outline would relate to the time and disbursements that had been incurred leading up 

to the day of the motion hearing, summarizing the preparatory aspects of the motion. Such-a 

Costs Outline is mandatory on the hearing of a motion that disposes of a proceeding, but you 

should not be arguing that type of motion, given the Law Society's Guidelines. Nonetheless, my 

recommendation is that everyone, for all matters large and small, prepare a Costs Outline in the 

appropriate form, which will support your later argument, should you be successful, in asking for 

recovery of your costs. 

The issues surrounding Costs Outline are worthy of an entire presentation on its own, and is 

beyond the scope of this paper. There are a number of helpful precedents around, which 

would encourage you to familiarize yourself with. 
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WHAT TO DO WHEN THINGS GO WRONG 

It may sometimes be the case that, when appearing on a motion, something comes up 

unexpectedly that you did not anticipate and you are not certain how to respond, it may also be 

the case that you require further instruction from your principal before you proceed further with 

the motion, if these circumstances arise, it is appropriate to ask the Court whether the matter 

can be "stood down" for a short period of time so that you may exit the Courtroom, make 

whatever calls or inquiries are necessary, and return to Court prepared to deal with the issue 

that has arisen. In most cases, a request to "stand a matter down" will be granted and is an 

appropriate way to deal with an unexpected issue that arises. 

Alternatively, an issue may arise that cannot be addressed on the same day as the motion you 

are appearing on. In these circumstances, it may be appropriate to ask the Court to adjourn the 

motion for one week, assuming you can obtain consent from the other side, in order that you 

have a short period of time to work out whatever wrinkle has been created. Again, think in 

most cases the Court will grant these types of requests so that the motion can either be 

resolved or be simplified before proceeding forward. 

ADVOCACY SUGGESTIONS 

Junior counsel si•ould remember that appearing in Motions Court is a formal proceeding and 

should be approached as such. You should be reluctant to display a casual demeanour or an 

informal manner of speaking with the Court or with other counsel. 

Successful advocacy is usually based on careful preparation. It is important to be properly 

prepared before appearing on a motion even if the request or the relief being sought is not 

particularly complicated. For example, if you are asked to appear on a motion, and seek an 

adjournment, and do not review the file to determine that the motion has previously been 

adjourned eight times, when asked by the Court why a further adjournment is necessary, unless 

you are properly prepared by reviewing the file and speaking to your principal, you may not 

know the answer and you risk giving an inadequate answer to the Court. Be sure that you 

understand the history of a motion before appearing on it so that you can deal with issues that 

may arise or questions that may be asked of you by the Court. 
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It should go without saying that you need to be reviewing the relevant Rules of Civil Procedure 

upon which the motion is based and be sure you understand what relief the Court can and 

cannot grant on every particular motion. It is important that you have proper Affidavits of 

Service with you in Court so that you can satisfy the Court, if necessary, that the necessary 

parties have been properly served with the motion material. 

CONCLUSION 

It is hard enough to win in Court without having to face administrative or procedural wrinkles. 

You will be doing yourself and your client a favour if you are fully aware of all the recent Practice 

Directions, Procedure Memoranda, and Rules of Civil Procedure, that govern the bringing and 

arguing of motions. In fact, you may have a procedural advantage over senior counsel who are 

under the misapprehension that the system that they learned long ago remains in place. 

Knowing that you have prepared the material, filed the material, and confirmed your motion in 

accordance with all expectations that have been placed upon you by the Rules and the Court, 

you will only need to focus on your preparation for the argument itself, which should help your 

confidence and give strength to your actual argument. 

look forward to seeing all of you this year in Motions Court as articling students, and over the 

coming years as capable and able opposing counsel. 

1419005.1 
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How to Bring a Motion 

Updated October 2008 

This How-To Brief outlines the steps to take to prepare for and argue a civil motion. 

Note: The following Brief sets out the steps to be taken by the moving party. While similar steps apply to the 

responding party, necessary modifications will be required in order to respond to the motion and argue any cross- 

motions. 

Step I: What you will need 
Step 2: Review the notice of motion 
Step 3: Review the factum and evidence to be relied upon in support of the motion 

Step 4: Review the opposite party's motion materials 
Step 5: Prepare legal submissions 
Step 6: Prepare submissions as to costs 
Glossar)/_ 
Resources 
Stalutes and Rules 

What you will need 

• the client's file 
the motion materials, including notice of motion, affidavits, facta (if any), relevant transcripts, and previous 
court orders 
Rules of Civil Procedure 
applicable Practice Direction(s) 
Rules of Civil Procedure Forms: 

o Form 3713: Confmnation of Motion 

o Form 57B: Costs Outline 
(See link to Rules of Civil Procedure Forms in the Resources section of this How-To Brief) 

Courts o]-Justice Act 
firm precedents, if any, and library resources for precedent material 

2 Review the notice of motion 

Note relevant details of the motion, including date, time, place. Follow any applicable Practice Directions 
for contirming the hearing of the motion_ 
Confer, or attempt to confer, with opposing parties in accordance with rule 37.10.1 (1). 
Fax, e-mail or deliver toni'n-marion of the motion in Form 37B to the Registrar two days in advance of the 
hearing. 
Send a copy of the confirmation of the motion to the other parties by fax or e-mail. 
Note the relief being sought. 
Review the grounds of the motion, including relevant statutory provisions and applicable rules. 

http://rc.lsuc_on.ca/j sp/hl/argueCivilMotion.jsp 14/0612010 



3 Review the factum and evidence to be relied upon in 
support of the motion 

• 
Where a factum is being used, read all sections of the factum: facts, issues, argument and conclusion. 

Facts: Gather documentary evidence that will be relied upon at the motion, such as affidavit(s), relevant 

transcripts, previous court orders, and any other such documents. Read the evidence thoroughly, marking 
key pages and paragraphs for easy reference during the hearing. 

• Argument: Read the relevant statutory provisions, applicable rules and supporting case law; tabbing key 
pages and paragraphs. Ensme that you understand all angles of the relevant legal lests. Identify favourable, 
factually similar cases to be brought to the judge's or master's allention. 

4 Review the opposite party's motion materials 

Review any facta and case law filed by the opposite party or parties. Identify stralegies to neutralize or 

distinguish unfavourable cases, 

Read affidavits and documentary evidence being relied upon by the other side. Highlight or mark areas thal 

support the opposite party's position so that you can prepare proper counterarguments. 
Make note of any factual or legal assertions in the opposing party's factum that are not supported by the 

evidence on the motion or applicable law. 

5 Preparelegal submissions 

Consider whether any of the issues raised in your notice of motion or factum are particularly strong or 

weak based on all of the evidence and applicable law. 

, 
Create an outline of your motion submissions. In some cases, you may wish to follow the structure in your 
notice of motion or factum. In others, you may wish to focus your submissions on your strongest 
arguments leaving weaker points for more summary treatment at the end of your submissions or abandon 

them altogether. This may be especially important where you have only limited time in which to argue the 

motion. 
Make a point form list of the main legal arguments to be made in support of your client's position. Create 

clear references to key cases and seclions of affidavits and other evidence that you will cite in support of 

your legal arguments. 
Anticipate areas of weakness and possible challenges by the other side and the judge or master. Prepare 
answers, counterarguments, and counterchallenges. 

. 
Conclude your submissions with a brief, concise summary of the argument that re-emphasizes your 
strongest points. 
Review Rule 37 regarding the procedure to be followed on motions. 
Review submissions with a colleague. Practise submissions to ensure that your argument is smooth and 

your materials are well organized. 

6 Prepare submissions as to costs 

Review Rule 57 regarding costs of a motion. Determine if the motion constitutes aft"exceptional case" or 

justifies a departure from the court's general approach to fixing costs of the motion. 

http://rc.lsuc.on.ca/jsp/ht/argueCivilMotion-jsp 14/06f2010 



-• 
Review the other possible dispositions as to costs: 

o costs in the cause 
o costs to a specified party in the cause 
o costs to a party in any event of the cause 

o costs payable forthwith after assessment thereof 

o costs reserved to the trial judge 
o no costs 

• 
Unless you are able to agree, in advance, with the other parties to the motion on lhe amount ofcosls to be 

awarded to the successful party, prepare and serve a costs outline (Form 57B), not exceeding three pages in 

length. Bring a copy of your costs outline Io lhe motion for submission to the Court if necessa•,. Rule 
57.01(6). 

Glossary 

Costs in the cause: Such an order entitles the party that eventually is awarded the costs of the proceeding as a 

whole to receive the costs of the motion. 

Costs to a specified parly in the cause (e.g., •costs to the plaintiff in the cause", or "costs to the third party in the 
cause*): Such an order means that the named party is entitled to receive the costs of the motion if that party 
succeeds as to costs in the proceeding_ 

Costs to a parly in any event of the cause (e_g., "costs to the plaintiff in any event of the cause"): Such an order 
entitles the named party to receive the costs of the motion no matter what order (if any) is made as to costs of the 
proceeding, and no matter what the outcome of the proceeding. 

Costs payable forthwith after assessment thereof: This is an order entitling the party to immediate assessment 

and payment oflbe costs after the molion, notwithstanding that the proceeding or any other aspect of the 
proceeding has not yet been determined. 

Costs reserved to the trial judge: By this order, the costs of the motion are reserved for disposition by the trial 
judge. Unless lhe trial judge specifically disposes of the costs of the motion, no part3' will be entitled to receive 
the costs of the motion. Where such an order has been made in the course of a proceeding, the parties should 
remember to ask the trial judge to hear argument on, and to make a cost order with respect to, the motion on 

which the order was made. 

No costs: This type of order constitutes adjudication on the issues of costs and should be inclfided in the formal 
order that results from the motion. It means that no costs of the motion are to be paid by or to any party. 

Resources 

Motions, Licensing Process Reference Material: Barrister (Civil Litigation), 2008 
• 

"Keep on Moving: A Guide to Civil Motions", Ontario Bar Association, Continuing Legal Education, 
2002. 
"Avoiding Motion Sickness: Essential Advice for the Civ] and Family Litigator", Canadian Bar 
Association, Continuing Legal Education, 1999. 

http://rc.Isuc.on.ca/jsphat/argueCivilMotion.jsp 14/06/2010 



Statutes and Rules 

Rules of Civil Procedure 
Rules of Civil Procedure Forms 

• 
Courts off-Justice Act 

httpJ/rc_lsuc.on_ca/jsplhtlargueCivilMotion.jsp I4/06/2•) 10 



Location I, Superior Coud of Justice I, Pmct•e Directions and Administralive Advisories l, Practice Direction 
•or Civil Applicalions. Motions and other Matters in lhe [oronlo Re•io• 

Notice: C-• ar•! G20 Summits 

Sup•ior Cou.q o! 

Di'•ision•l 

Criminal •ngs 
F•y 
Sma• Claims C•O 

•mi•s•a•e 

D•s of • C• 

Information 

Making Ontario's 
Coud.s Fulb/ 
Accessible to Persons 
with I)isabilitie• 

Links 

Practice Direction for Civil Applications, Motions and other Matters in the loronto Region 

On January 1, 2010 signifmant changes to the Rubs o! Owl Procedure will come into force_ "l-I•s Practice 
Direction identifies .scheduling and administrative changes to Iac•itate more expeditious and eflicienl civil 
litigation under Ihe Rules. It replaces the following docemenls which are hereby revoked: 

(0 Toronto Region Masters" Off-me Scheduling Memorandum dated June 12, 1998; 
(u-) Memorandum to Ihe Protession dated May 17, 1999; 
(•-) Memorandum to the Profession dated July 2, 1999; 
(iv) Notice to the Prolession in Toronlo dated August |, 2000, 
{v) Norme to the Profession in io•onlo dated November 1, 2000; 
(w) Advisory Notice dated August 29, 2002; and 
(v• Practice Direction: Backlog Reduction/Best Practices Initiative daled November 22, 2004 and 
renewed by direction dated December 1, 2007. 

This Practice Direction does not apply to motions or applications heard on the Commercial List, Estates 
Lisl, or under the C/ass Proceedings Act. 1992, unless specifically mentioned. 

I. Applications and Motions 
Guiding Principles 
A. Shod applications or shod motions before a Judge or Master 
B. Matters Before a Judg_ e Motions Schedulinq Court 
C. Matters before Masters 
D. Motions which must be brouqht before a Master 
E. Motions in writing 
F. Simpl'dL•d Procedure Discovery Motions 
(3. Confirmation of Applications and Motions 
H. Adjournments 
Ii. Requests for Assignment to Case Management: Rule 77_05 
Consent Requests 
Opposed Requests 
!11. Mandaton/Mediation 
IV. Cedi•7.ation of an Action to Set Pre-Trial and Trial Dales 
V. Materials for use of the Court 
VI. Adminislrative Forms 
VII. Effective Date 

Forms (Word): 
Requisition to Schedule Shell Motion or Application 
Requisition to Atlend Motion Sc'hedulinq Coud 
Requisition to Schedule Long Motion 
Request for Case Manaqemeot 
•te 
Ceditication Form to Set PreTrial and Trial Dates 
Confirmation Form 
Summary Judqment Case Informalion 

L Applications and Mol•ons 

Guiding Principles 

[1] Applications and motions thai require two hours o• less for all padies Io argue are considered shod_ 
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Appficat•m.s and motions that require more than two hours for all parties to argue are considered long. 

[2] Short applications and shod motions must be booked through the Civil Scheduling Unit (except 
masters" motions in construction lien actions or within a reference). 

[3[ An attendance at Motions Scheduling Coud before a judge wit[ be required to schedule: 

(3 the urgent hearing of matters before a judge; 
(k •) long appr=cations or long mof•)ns be|ore a judge; 
fin-) all summary judgment motions before a judge; and 
(iv) contested •equests for case management by a judge unde• rule 77. 

[4] Long motions before a mastez must be booked by filing a =equisition with Masters Administration. 
Differenl procedures are outlined below for booking long motions before a master in case-managed 
aclions and in conslluction lien actions or within a reference. 

A. Short applications or short motions before a Judge or Master 

[5] Short applical•ms and shod motions (except summa•j jtm•jment motions and motions in references 
and construction lien actions) may be booked through the Civil Scheduling Unit, 10th Floor, 393 University 
Ave, MSG 1E6, tel: 416-327-5535, e-m•il: jus.q.mag.csd.civilmotionsschedulin _q@•onlario.ca. Parties must 
consult with each other Io selecl a return date convenient to all padies and which will permit all padies to 
file all necessary materials and conduct any examinations before the return date. At the t•me of booking, a 
realistic estimate of the time required by all padies for argument must be provided. 

|6] W•en a party books a retom dale for a short application or shod motion, il musl p•ovide the Civil 
Scheduling Unit with the information provided in the Requisition to Schedule Shod Motion or Application 
0Herd). If booking by e-mail, the Requisition to Schedule Short Motion or Application form should be sent 
by e-mail to the Civil Scheduling Unit. 3"he teem must be included with the molten material when filed_ 

[TJ Short motions in construction lien actions are not booked through the Civil Scheduling Unit, but through 
the Masters Construction Lien and Reference OIT•ce on the 6th Floor 393 University Ave., o¢ by telephone 
to 416-327-5481. 

|8] Short motions and hearh-Os for directions within a reference are not booked through the Civil 
Schedurmg Unit but through the •egislrar el the maste• ass•ned to conduct the reference_ 

B. Matters Before a Judge MoLions.Scheduting Court 

Long applications or long motions before a Judge 
E Urgent applications or urgent motions before a Judge 
•. Motions for Summary Judgment before a Judge 

[9] Return dates for (3 long applications or long motions before a Judge, (• urgent applications or urgent 
motions before a Judge; or (ii• Molions for Summary Judgment before a Judge must be arranged th•oagh 
an attendance at Motions ,Scheduling CourL Appointments for a Motions Scheduling Corot attendance can 
he booked by e-mailing Motions,SchedulincjCourt@ontario.ca along with a completed Requisition to 
Attend Motion Schedulinci.Courl ON'or(l). 

I10] InformalJon about the current stad t•ne, location and contact i•formafion for Motions Scheduling Court 
can be found on the Civil Proceedings- Civil Motions webpage on the Superior Coud of Justice websiie, 
www.ontariocoufl•.on.ca/scj. 

!11] Before appearing at Mol•ons ,Scheduling Court, pa•es must seek to establish an agreed timetable for 
the completion of all steps requb'ed p•ior to the headng of the application or motion and to bring a copy of 
the tbnetable to Motions Scheduling Corot for approval by the judge. 

|12] Amended Rule 20 contemplates that some summary judgment motions will proceed by way of a 
hybrid hearing (written record, plus some oral evidence) or by way of a hearing on the wn'tlen record 
followed closely by a lailored trial of issues. Scheduling the expeditions hearing o! these new Rule 20 
molfons will require greater management by the judiciary. Accordingly, all motions for summary judgment 
will undargo a scheduling.and monitorinq process commencing with an attendance at Motions Scheduling 
Cou•L 

[13] In addition, in the normal course, the court will contact the padies a few weeks before the hearing of 
the summary judgment motion to inquire into As status, its readiness for hearing, and whether oral 
evidence may be required at the hearing of the motion_ tt the padies advise or the coud determines th•l 
the motion is nol ready for boating, the parties may receive further directions from the coud regarding 
scheduling of the hearing of the motion. 
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C_ Mattem before Masters 

(q Long motion• before a Master 

[14] Long motions bofore a master are not arranged through the Civil Scheduling Unit or Motions 
Scheduling Coud. A Requisition to Schedule Lon 9 Motion (Word) must be completed and delivered to 

Masters Adm;,nistration on • 6th Door 393 University Ave. or by fax 416-327-6405 or by e-mail to 
Masters.LonqMotions@ontado.ca. Once the requisition is received, a master wilt be assigned to hear the 
motion. 

[15] If the action is case managed, a requisition is not necessan/and a request fo• a long motion may b• 
sent directl• to the regisbar for the master who is managing the action_ Long motions in consL, uction lier= 
actions reqube an appointment with the Construction L•en Maste• to be ananged through the Masters 
Constmcl•on Lien and Reference •. All long motions requke a telephone case conterence with the 
master who will he hearing the motion in order to determine the length of time required, set a timetable fo• 

any remaining steps before the hea•g of the motion and fix a return date for the motion. If the motion • 
for refusals and undertakings, beth moving and responding parties are expected Io have completed 
refusals and undedaking charts grouped by issue and completed in accordance with rules 37.10(10Xa) 
and (b) I:•ior to the case conference to allow a realistic time for the hearing to be set. 

(it) Ex-Parle motions before a Master 

[16] After altend'm 9 at the motions office, motions made without nolh:e or consent motions may be walked 
into Masters" E_x-Parle Motions Courl any day that a master is sitting. If the motion must be heard before 
the nex[ dale that an ex-pade master is sitting, or ff the motion must be on notice, the Civil Scheduling Unit 
will dkect you to appear before the Duty Master. The Duty Master will determine if the matter is urgent and 
if urgent, wilt hear the motion or attempt to have it heard by another master. 

[17] Motions made wilt)out notice and consent motions in construction I•en actions are heard daily f•om 
9:30 to 10:00 a.m. 

(ii• Motions before.a Master from the Class Proceedings, Commercial and Estates Lists 

[18] I• the motion is under the C/ass ProceedingsAct• 1992. or a proceeding on the Commo•cial List or 

Estates List. a written direction will he required from a judge on the respective list peru-fitting the moBon to 
be heard by a master. Similarly, if the action has been assigned to a judge under role 37.15 or rule 77.06, 
a direction f•om that judge that a master be appointed to hear motions w•thin the masters juri•F•ction will 

D. Motions which must be brought before a Master 

[19] A maslor lras juE.•lidion to hear any motion in a proceeding except those specifL•:l in rule 37.02(2)_ 
Subject to paragraph 18, Masters" motions must be made to a master. Unless the refuel requested in the 
motion is within the exclusive jurisdict•n o! a judge, a motion mtmnable by attendance or in writing must 
be made to =the Courl'and heard by a master. Judges may refuse to hear any motion thai is within • 
jurisdiction of a master. 

E. Motions it= writing 

[20] Unless otherwise directed by a judge Oz master, motions in writing should be filed in the Civil Intake 
Office, 10tb Floo•, 393 University Avenue. Motions in writing in a construction lien file or referenoe should 
be filed at the Masters Construction Lien and Reference Office located on the 6th Floor, 393 University 
Avenue. 

F. Simplified Procedure Discover/Motions 

[21] Motions concerning issues arising flora examinations for discove W in Simplif•:l Procedme actions wBI 
be scheduled for a maximum of 30 mioules in total. P• padies are expected lo complete oral argument of 
the motion within the time scheduled, subject to leave from the presiding master in exceptional cases. 

Padb•s are encouraged to use role 34.12 and answer questions that are objected to. 

G. Con•natio• of Applications and Motior• 

[22] In accordance with roles 37.10.1 and 38_09.1, the Confimmtion Form for motions and applications 
must be filed by the appF•cant or moving pady with the registrar not later lhan 2 p.m. three days (not two 
days) before the heating dale. Parlies musl confer as to the time required before sending in the 
Confirmation Form. Estimated time must no• exceed lime booked. Parties are expected to adhere to the 
lime requested. 

H. Adjournments 
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123] Shod applications and short motions can be adjomned twice ttwough the Civil Scheduling Unit (or the 
Masters Construction Lien and Reference Ofl-•:;e, if apf•::•e); any further adjournments of these matters 

must be spoken to in courL 

I24] To adjourn a long appr•atior, or long motio• scheduled before a judge, counsel must appear in 

Motions Scheduling Court and speak to the adjournm nL 

[25] Long Motion dates before a master may be adjourned only with leave of the assigned master at a 

case conference requested for thai purpose before the motion date. 

|26] Where a matter has been a•oumed and materials have been previously filed with the court, parties 
are responsible to ensure that all I:•eviously filed materials to be rel•l upon for this particular hear• are 

pulled born the file or ordered from storage, if applicable, and brought to staff in the coufl olfice, at least 

one week prior to the new hearing date. 

II. Requests for Assignment to Case Management: Rule 77.05 

[27] Unde• rule 77.01(2)1, patios are required to assume the greater share o! responsil•lity for managi•j 
their own actions. However, "light touch" case management under Rule 77 is available on an "as 
neededlas requested" basis in accordance with the provisions of the rule. 

Consent Requests 

128] Consent or unopposed requests lor assignment to case management may be made to the 
Administrative Master, or the Regional Senior Judge, or designate, in the case of a request for case 
management by a judge, by completing a Request for Case Manaqement (Word). Consent by itself is 

insufficient and parties must explain why case management is necessary having regardlo the 
circumstances and the criteria set out in rule 77.05(4). Case management will not be assigned Io actions 
that fail to meet the presc;ibed oitefia. If the request is granted, the Administrative Master or Regional 
Senior Judge, or designate, will assign a master or judge to case manage the action_ 

Opp(•ed Requests 

[29] Opposed requests for ass'•jnment to case management must be brought by way o| motion: 

(• in the case of a request for case management by a master, on notice returnable in 
Masters" Motions Courl before any case management masteF, or, 

(,-) in the case o( a request for case management by a judge, on notice returnable in 
Modons Scheduling Coud. 

|30} If the master grants the molion he or she will become the managing master. 

131] Once a master is assigned to case manage a proceeding he or she will hear all molJons in that 
proceeding within the jurisdiction of a master and wilt be available for case conferences. 

[32] If a motion for case management by a judge is granted, the Regional Senior Judge or designate wi• 
assign a jt•ge to caSe manage the proceeding_ 

[33] Requests under rule• 37.15 or 77.06 for the appointment of a judge to hear all motions or steps in a 

proceeding shallbe made in writing to the regional Senior Judge, or designate. A judge normally w• not 
be assigned under roles 37.15 or 77.06 unless there is a likefihood of a significant number of motions or 

othe• steps in the proceedi•j that are within the exctusive jurisdiction of a judge. 

i11. Mandatory Mediation 

[34]A!! actions commenced in Toronto Region are subjed to mandatory mediation under rule 24.1 except 
those ac•ons excluded in rules 24.1.04(2) and (2_1). 

[35] A med•Jtion session must take place within 180 days alter the F•rst defence has been •ed, unless a 

consent under rule 24.1.09(3) has been filed or the coud o•ders othen•ise. 

[36] Cou•t staff will not accept fo• filing a trial record (ordinary action) or a notice of readiness for pre-bial 
conference (Simplified P•oced•e actinn) unless the parly setting the action down for trial files a Cedificate 
(Word) indicating proof that: 

(• form 24_1A (notice o• name ot mediator and date of session) has been filed with the 
mediation co-ordinator;, 
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(•') the report by med-•tor (indk:ath• that the meoSatbn has been conctude•l) h• been 
filed with the mediation co-ordrmato•, 

(•-i) an order has been obtained from a judge or case management master exempting the 
action from mediation; or, 

(iv) an order has been obtained flom a judge er case management master extending the 
deadline for mediation unb] after the action is set down for trial. 

]hese requirements wilt apply even where the padJes have agreed to postpone a mediation session to a 

date more than 180 days alter the first defence has been filed as permitted by rele 24.1. 

[37] A mofinn |o• an order exempting the action from medialion should be made to any master (tmless the 
action is being case managed by a judge o= a specific master). The motion should be returnable in 

motions court or by case conlemnce if the action is case managed. Motions in writing on consent w• be 
consBered if sutf•ent reasons are given. 

IV. Cedification o! an Action to Set Pre-Trial and Trial Dates 

[38] The practice ol cediyng an action ready for trial continues in the Toronto Region./•ppraxiraalely 60 
days alter a trial record is filed, the Civil T•I Olfce will send to the party who sel the action down for trial 

a Cerffcation Fom• to Set PreTrial and Trial Dates 0No,d), together with a lisl of available trial dates. 
After consultation with the opposing counsel or party, the party who received the form musl complete and 
return the Cediflcation Form to the Civil Trial Office. 

[39] If a completed Cedifcafion Fom• is •ot returned by the date specified on the covering memo, the 
action will be struck from the trial list. 

H0| In order to restore an action that has been struck from the bial Fret the padies muse 

(i) Obtain an order granting leave lrom a case management master or judge under rule 
48.11 to restore it to the trial list; and thereafter, 

(a--) Attend the main file room on the 10th floor of 393 University Ave. and arrange to have 
the o•jinat kia! record pulled and taken with the court order to the Chn] Intake Counter. 
The action will then be re4ns!ated to the trial Est and the t6al record retomed to the L4at 
office. The biat office will treat the action as a new matter and forward new cerff•tJon 
forms 

[41] If an opposing party ',•n'll not co-operate in completing the Certification Form within a reasonable lime, 
a pady can arrange an appearance before a judge in a %o Be Spoken To Court" which usually is held 
each Monday at 9:30 a_m. Information about how to arrange an appearance in =To Be Spoken "1"o Court" 

can be found on the Civil Proceedings Civil Motions webpage on the Superior Coud o| Justice website, 
www.ontarh•ouds.on.ca]scj. 

[42} Once tr•l dales are set, there w• be no adjournments of the trial except in the case of an emergency. 

[43] Rule 48.04 provides that a pady who sets an action down for trial or consents to placing the ac•r• on 

the trial list cannot initiate or continue any form o! discovery or interlocutory motion without leave of the 
coud. Leave wilt be granted only in ram circumstances. 

V. Materials for use of the Court 

[44] F-achm• are requked for all applications. Factums are requked for all motions over two hours (except 
undertakings-and refusals moSons) and are strongly encouraged for all other morons. No factum may 
exceed 30 pages, unless leave is granted_ Fo• longer or more complex motions, the court always finds it 
helpful for the padres to file elecbonic copies of their faclums in Werd fom•aL E•ectronic copies should be 
attached to the hard copy" of the faclura • with the court and should be labelled with the court file • 
and number, event and content of • d-•:J• as well as the return date of the matter. 

[45] Cases contained in books of authorities should be copied on both sides of a page. Elecbonic copies 
of books of a•s are helpful in longer or more complex motions. 

[46] Parties are encouraged to refer to a pending Best P•actices document which offers [urtber guidance 
to lhe bar when bringing motions or apprcations, padiculady on matters involving voluminous.raalerials. 

VL Adminislrative Forms 

[47] Adminishative forms not ffescrE•d under the Rules of Civg I•ecedure and used by the Civ• 
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Scheduling Unit may be obtained lmm the Civil S•uling Unil o• can be found on the Civil Proceedio•s 
• Motions webpage on the Supe•'ior Coud ol Justice website, www.ontadocouds.on.ca/scj. 

VII. Effective Date 

|48} This Pr;•ctJce Dkection comes into effect Janua• t, 2010. 

Edward 33•en 
Regional Senior Justice Goronto Region) 
Superior Coud of Jusl;•e 

Heathe[ J. Smith 
Chief Justice 
Superior Coud ol Justice 

.o•e Co.. of •,• 0.•,•, S•=•. Co• o, •-,= O•a.o Co• o, Jus,• F•a •'• I 
0•o Co.. •.•_•e• •" S.• .•. • 

Ibis website • been cleated and is maintained by the Judges" kit•a•. Website Policies. 
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Motions List No.: 

BETWEEN 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(SOUTHWEST REGION) 

• Plaintiff/Applicant Name>> 
PlaintiffApplicant 

and 

Court File No. • 

•{Lawyer's Name>> 
Lawyer 

{{Lawyer's Phone Number>> 
Phone Number 

• Defendant/Respondent Name•> 
DefendantRespondent 

{{Lawye£s Name>> 
Lawyer 

{{Lawyer's Phone Number>> 
Phone Number 

CERTIFICATE OF READINESS OF SPECIAL APPOINTMENT 

The parties certify that they are ready to proceed with the special appointment 
scheduled for {•day>> the •date>• day of {•month>>, {{year>>. 

Time required: 

Court reporter: Yes:__ No:__ 

Submitted by: 

Date: June >>, 2010 Lawyer: 
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BETWEEN" 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUS'I'ICE 

Court File No. 

and 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

CONFIRMATION OF MOTION 

I, NAME OF LAVVYER, lawyer for the moving party, confirm that the moving 
party has conferred or attempted to confer with the other party and confirm that the 

motion to be heard on {•date>> will proceed on the following basis: 

[•for 
an adjournment on consent to ((date>) 

•] for a contested adjournment to {{date)), for the following reason: I•] for a consent order 
•] for hearing of all the issues 
 for hearing of the following issues only )• 

The presiding iudge will be referred to the following materials: 

estimate that the time required for the motion, including costs submissions, 
will be: {{minutes>> minutes for the moving partyies and {{minutes>> minutes for the 
responding partyies for a total of {dotal minutes>• minutes. 

June •, 2010 

TO: {{name & address of responding party's lawyer or responding party>• 


